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(54) A method and apparatus for providing industrial plant information

(57) The apparatus comprises a display module con-
figured for setting, displaying, and removing marks in a
distributed control system and an asset management
system of the industrial plant; a mark definition module
configured for defining attributes of a plurality of marks
including a first mark and a second mark; and a synchro-
nization module configured for selecting the second mark
from among the plurality of marks for automatic display
by the display module in one of: the DCS and the AMS
when the first mark is set in the other of: the DCS and
the AMS, based on attributes of the first mark and at-
tributes of the second mark defined with the mark defi-
nition module; so as to provide appropriate information
to at least one of: a distributed control system operator
and an asset management system user. The method
comprises setting a first mark in one of: a distributed con-
trol system and an asset management system of the in-
dustrial plant; and upon setting the first mark, automati-
cally displaying at least a second mark in another of: the
distributed control system and the asset management
system; wherein attributes of the first mark and attributes
of the second mark have been predefined to enable pro-
vision of appropriate information to at least one of: a dis-
tributed control system operator and an asset manage-
ment system user.
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates to a method and appara-
tus for providing industrial plant information and particu-
larly, though not exclusively, relates to providing plant
information between distributed control system operators
and maintenance teams of an industrial plant.

Background

[0002] Distributed Control Systems (DCS) are typically
used to monitor and control operations in industrial
plants. In a DCS, plant operations are usually presented
to operators of the DCS in the form of function block di-
agrams describing a particular plant function between
input variables and output variables. A function block may
include one or more physical plant assets or devices such
as pieces of equipment or instruments that are involved
in carrying out the plant function controlled by the function
block.
[0003] Maintenance of the physical devices in the plant
is carried out by maintenance personnel, typically with
the aid of an asset management system (AMS) to monitor
the condition of plant assets remotely. The maintenance
personnel are often organized as teams comprising a
maintenance manager and engineers. Besides perform-
ing routine maintenance work, the maintenance teams
are also called into action by operators of the DCS when
necessary.
[0004] When a DCS operator finds any abnormalities
in a function block of the DCS, the DCS operator typically
notifies the maintenance team of the abnormality via
face-to-face meetings, sms-texts, walkie-talkie, email, in-
stant messaging systems, and other common conven-
tional communication methods, together with a request
to the maintenance team to check on specific devices in
the plant that the DCS operator has identified as being
involved in the abnormal function blocks.
[0005] Upon being notified by the DCS operator, the
manager of the maintenance team normally assigns han-
dling of the request to appropriate maintenance engi-
neers based on their defined areas of responsibility de-
pending on the location and critical level of the problem,
among other factors. The maintenance engineers then
work on the request, checking on the specific devices
physically as well as with use of the AMS, and rectifying
problems while periodically reporting their progress to
the maintenance manager.
[0006] Once the maintenance work is thought to have
been completed, the maintenance manager will notify
the DCS operator of the completion, again via one or
more of the conventional communication methods as de-
scribed above, together with a request to the DCS oper-
ator to verify the plant function presented in the affected
function block. If the operator confirms that there are no
longer abnormalities showing in the function block, nor-

mal plant operations will be resumed, otherwise, the task
is returned to the maintenance team for further work.
[0007] From abnormality detection in a DCS function
block to resumption of normal operation of the plant as
described above, various issues may arise that affect
plant efficiency and safety. For example, because the
DCS function blocks do not typically show the specific
physical devices involved in each function block, identi-
fying the problematic device or group of devices can be
a difficult one for the DCS operator. A new operator taking
over control of the same function block during a change
of shift may also unsafely perform an action on one or
more function blocks while being unaware that mainte-
nance is currently taking place for a device that is involved
in operations controlled by the one or more function
blocks. Other engineers may also unsafely perform ac-
tions on other devices in a work unit that encompasses
devices under maintenance. In addition, numerous in-
stances of timely and accurate communication between
DCS operators and maintenance teams and also within
each maintenance team are required in order to restore
plant operation after detection of a function block abnor-
mality or after completion of a maintenance tasks.

Summary of the Invention

[0008] According to a first exemplary aspect, there is
provided a method of providing industrial plant informa-
tion. The method comprises setting a first mark in one
of: a distributed control system and an asset manage-
ment system of the industrial plant; and upon setting the
first mark, automatically displaying at least a second
mark in another of: the distributed control system and the
asset management system; wherein attributes of the first
mark and attributes of the second mark have been pre-
defined to enable provision of appropriate information to
at least one of: a distributed control system operator and
an asset management system user. The appropriate in-
formation may be provided by displaying the appropriate
information on the first mark and on the at least one sec-
ond mark.
[0009] Setting the first mark may comprise setting an
operation mark on a function block in the distributed con-
trol system upon detecting an abnormality in the function
block.
[0010] Automatically displaying the second mark may
comprise automatically displaying a maintenance mark
on a device in the asset management system, the device
being involved in a function controlled by the function
block.
[0011] The method may further comprise setting a new
maintenance mark after action has been taken on the
device.
[0012] The method may further comprise automatical-
ly displaying a new operation mark upon setting the new
maintenance mark.
[0013] The method may further comprise removing the
new operation mark upon detecting resumption of normal
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operation of the function block.
[0014] The method may further comprise automatical-
ly removing the maintenance mark upon removing the
new operation mark.
[0015] Prior to setting the first mark, the first mark and
the second mark may be linked during definition of the
first mark and the second mark.
[0016] According to a second exemplary aspect, there
is provided an apparatus for providing industrial plant in-
formation. The apparatus comprises a display module
configured for setting, displaying, and removing marks
in a distributed control system and an asset management
system of the industrial plant; a mark definition module
configured for defining attributes of a plurality of marks
including a first mark and a second mark; and a synchro-
nization module configured for selecting the second mark
from among the plurality of marks for automatic display
by the display module in one of: the DCS and the AMS
when the first mark is set in the other of: the DCS and
the AMS, based on attributes of the first mark and at-
tributes of the second mark defined with the mark defi-
nition module; so as to provide appropriate information
to at least one of: a distributed control system operator
and an asset management system user.
[0017] The appropriate information may be provided
by showing the appropriate information on the first mark
and on the second mark.
[0018] The synchronization module may be further
configured for removing the second mark upon removing
the first mark.
[0019] The first mark may be an operation mark on a
function block in the distributed control system.
[0020] The second mark may be a maintenance mark
on a device in the asset management system, the device
being involved in a function controlled by the function
block.
[0021] The mark defining module may be further con-
figured for defining a relationship between the first mark
and the second mark to link the first mark to the second
mark.
[0022] The apparatus may further comprise a permis-
sion module configured for allowing only selected distrib-
uted control system operators and asset management
system users to set or remove the first mark and the
second mark.
[0023] The apparatus may further comprise a notifica-
tion module configured for alerting a relevant person to
an occurrence of at least one of: displaying the second
mark and updating the first mark upon setting the second
mark.
[0024] The apparatus may further comprise a third par-
ty module for activating third party tasks upon setting the
first mark.
[0025] The synchronization module may comprise a
mark sync interface configured for channeling marks to
and from the distributed control system and the asset
management system; a mark data handler configured for
receiving the first mark via the mark sync interface and

for sending the second mark through the mark sync in-
terface to be displayed by the display module; a mark
definition engine configured for loading the attributes of
the first mark and the second mark; and a decision engine
configured for selecting the second mark based on the
attributes of the first mark loaded from the mark definition
engine and for applying the second mark through the
mark data handler.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0026] In order that the invention may be fully under-
stood and readily put into practical effect there shall now
be described by way of non-limitative example only ex-
emplary embodiments of the present invention, the de-
scription being with reference to the accompanying illus-
trative drawings.
[0027] In the drawings:

FIG. 1 is an architecture diagram of an exemplary
embodiment of an apparatus for providing plant in-
formation between a DCS and an AMS;
FIG. 2 is a schematic illustration of an example of
setting an operation mark using the apparatus of
FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a schematic illustration of an example of
setting a maintenance mark using the apparatus of
FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is a schematic illustration of another example
of setting a maintenance mark using the apparatus
of FIG. 1;
FIG. 5 is a schematic illustration of a further example
of setting a maintenance mark using the apparatus
of FIG. 1;
FIG. 6 is a schematic illustration of yet another ex-
ample of setting a maintenance mark using the ap-
paratus of FIG. 1;
FIG. 7 is a schematic illustration of an example of
removing an operation mark using the apparatus of
FIG. 1;
FIG. 8 is a flowchart of an exemplary use of the ap-
paratus of FIG. 1
FIG. 9 is an architecture diagram of a synchroniza-
tion module of the apparatus of FIG. 1; and
FIG. 10 is a flowchart of an exemplary embodiment
of a method for providing plant information between
a DCS and an AMS.

Detailed Description of the Exemplary Embodiments

[0028] With reference to FIGS. 1 to 10, described be-
low are an exemplary method 20 and apparatus 200 for
providing information of an industrial plant that is control-
led by a DCS 80 and wherein devices in the plant are
monitored with the aid of an AMS 90. Throughout this
specification, the word "a" is not limited to mean "only
one" and may mean "one or more".
[0029] In the exemplary method 20 and apparatus 200,
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a plurality of marks are used to automatically provide
appropriate information of the plant to one or more op-
erators 82 of the DCS 80 and/or to one or more users 92
of the AMS 90, without having to rely on conventional
communication channels such as face-to-face meetings,
sms-texts, walkie-talkie, email and instant messaging
systems that are time-consuming and may be inadvert-
ently missed or misinterpreted. An AMS user 92 may be
a manager or an engineer of a maintenance team in
charge of devices 94 monitored with the AMS 90.
[0030] In the apparatus 200, a display module 220 is
provided to enable manipulation of marks in the DCS 80
and the AMS 90 and to display marks in the DCS 80 and
the AMS 90 via user interfaces such as screens and mon-
itors. The display of marks by the display module 220 is
based on attributes of the marks, as will be described
further below. Manipulation of a mark includes setting,
modifying and removing the mark. Each mark that is ma-
nipulated by an operator 82 in the DCS 80 will be referred
to as an operation mark 83. Each mark that is manipu-
lated by a user 92 in the AMS 90 will be referred to as a
maintenance mark 93. The display module 220 is pref-
erably embedded in both the DCS 80 and the AMS 90
so that marks may be manipulated and displayed in both
systems 80, 90.
[0031] A mark definition module 230 is provided for
defining attributes of the plurality of marks. Attributes of
the marks are preferably defined by DCS operators 82,
AMS users 92 and other persons with an intimate knowl-
edge of the operational requirements of the industrial
plant, based on specific project requirements.
[0032] The attributes of each mark include an indexing
value 231. The indexing value 231 is preferably a unique
identification number of each operation mark 83 among
a plurality of operation marks 83, and of each mainte-
nance mark 93 among a plurality of maintenance marks
93. An operation mark 83 and a maintenance mark 93
that are linked to each other preferably have a same in-
dexing value 231 for clarity in showing their relationship.
[0033] The attributes of each mark also include a syn-
chronization setting. The synchronization setting defines
whether an operation mark 83 is linked to any mainte-
nance mark 93, whether a maintenance mark 93 is linked
to any operation mark 83, and if linked, the linking rela-
tionship. Linking an operation mark 83 to a maintenance
mark 93 is to allow appropriate information to be provided
to AMS users 92 via the maintenance mark 93 when the
linked operation mark 83 is manipulated by a DCS oper-
ator 82, and similarly, for appropriate information to be
provided to DCS operators 82 via the operation mark 83
when the linked maintenance mark 93 is manipulated by
an AMS user 92. The synchronization setting may also
indicate that a mark is not linked to any other mark. For
example, certain marks may be used only within the DCS
80 or only within the AMS 90 as an internal management
mark, to communicate information among only DCS op-
erators 83 or among only AMS users 93.
[0034] Appropriate information may be provided by a

mark to a DCS operator 82 or an AMS user 92, as the
case may be, by displaying the mark in a color that has
been pre-defined with a meaning. For example, different
colors may be used to categorize marks of different levels
of importance. To that end, the attributes of each mark
may include a color code. Alternatively or in addition, a
descriptive text label 234 may be shown together with
the mark, in which case the attribute of each mark may
include the label 234. Preferably, mark labels 234 are
viewable by all DCS operators 82 and AMS users 92.
[0035] Attributes of a mark may include a permissions
setting. Within the permission settings attribute, it may
be defined that only an authorized person or group of
persons may manipulate marks for a specific device 94
in the AMS 90 or for a specific function block 84 in the
DCS 80. It may also be defined that only authorized per-
sons or groups of persons may manipulate a particular
mark, based on user 93 or operator 83 authentication
levels. For example, an authorized engineer may set a
mark on the AMS 90 that is not to be removed by unau-
thorized engineers. Accordingly, the apparatus 200 may
comprise a permission module 260 configured for allow-
ing only selected DCS operators 82 and AMS users 92
to manipulate selected marks.
[0036] A notification setting may also be included
among the attributes of a mark for defining whether any
alerts should be sent by common communication meth-
ods to specified DCS operators 82 or AMS users 92 when
the mark is manipulated, displayed or updated. Accord-
ingly, the apparatus 200 may comprise a notification
module 280 configured for alerting one or more DCS op-
erators 82 or AMS users 92 when a particular mark has
been manipulated, displayed or updated. The notification
module 280 may generate operation guidance messag-
es, emails or sms-texts that are sent on to the relevant
person or persons involved based on user-defined re-
quirements.
[0037] Another mark attribute may be a remarks field
for capturing a detailed explanation of the mark and its
relationship with linked marks, if any. The remarks field
serves as a reference section for mark definition.
[0038] The apparatus 200 may also comprise a third
party module 290 configured for defining and triggering
corresponding action such as an event or function in a
third party system or software upon a particular manip-
ulation of a particular mark. This would be based on pre-
defined mark attributes that may accordingly include a
third party action setting.
[0039] In use, a first mark is set using the display mod-
ule 220 in either the DCS or the AMS, 22, as shown in
FIG. 10. For example, upon detection of an abnormality
in the function block 84, as indicated by arrow 85 in FIG.
2, an operator 82 may set an operation mark 83-1 on a
function block 84 in the DCS 80, 802, as also depicted
in the flowchart of FIG. 8. The operator 82 may also halt
operation of the function block 84 until the abnormality
has been resolved.
[0040] As shown in greater detail in FIG. 9, the appa-
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ratus 200 is provided with a synchronization module 240
that comprises a mark data handler 910 configured for
reading the indexing value of the first mark 83-1 set in
the DCS 80. This is achieved through a mark sync inter-
face 902 in the synchronization module 240. The mark
sync interface 902 can be implemented in a variety of
ways for different projects, such as, for example, using
a general library function interface, Object Linking and
Embedding for Process Control (OPC) interface and oth-
er common data transfer interfaces.
[0041] Upon setting the first mark 83-1 on the function
block 84, the permission module 260 checks if the oper-
ator 82 has the necessary permission to add or remove
a mark 804. The answer being "Yes," a second mark
93-1 which, in the embodiment shown is a maintenance
mark 93-1, is automatically displayed on a device 94-1
in the AMS 90, 22, 806. This occurs if it is determined
that the first mark 83-1 is an external mark 805, i.e., the
first mark 83-1 has been previously defined to be linked
to the second mark 93-1. The device 94-1 is one that is
involved in the plant function controlled by the function
block 84 where the abnormality has been detected. The
same second mark 93-1 may also be automatically dis-
played on one 94-2 or more other devices involved in the
same function block 84.
[0042] The synchronization module 240 is configured
for selecting the second mark 93-1 for automatic display
by the display module 220 when the first mark 83-1 is
set. This is achieved by providing a decision engine 920
in the synchronization module 240 that receives a mark
update from the mark data handler 910 whenever any
mark is set in either the DCS 80 or AMS 90. The second
mark 93-1 is selected from among the plurality of marks
already defined using the mark definition module 230.
This is achieved by the decision engine 920 calling up a
mark definition processer 930 in the synchronization
module 240 to load mark attributes defined using the
mark definition module 230. A shared item mapping proc-
essor 940 is also provided in the synchronization module
240 to find related work units, i.e. which devices 94 are
related to which function blocks 84. Based on attributes
of the first mark 83-1 and attributes of the second mark
93-1 as defined with the mark definition module 230, the
appropriate second mark 93-1 is eventually selected by
the decision engine 920 and accordingly applied to the
appropriate device (in this case devices 94-1 and 94-2)
of the AMS 90 through the mark data handler 910 via the
mark sync interface 902 as shown.
[0043] For the second mark 93-1 to be selected by the
synchronization module 240 and displayed by the display
module 220, the attributes of the first mark 83-1 and the
second mark 93-1 have to have been previously defined
to include linking them using the mark definition module
230. As can be seen in FIG. 2, the first mark 83-1 and
the second mark 93-1 preferably have a same indexing
value 231 to indicate their linked relationship. Predefined
labels 234 shown on the first mark 83-1 and on the second
mark 93-1 serve to provide appropriate information to

DCS operators 82 and AMS users 92. For example, as
can be seen in FIG. 2, a label 234 on the first mark 83-1
has been defined to show as "DO NOT OPERATE". This
informs DCS operators 83 that the function block 84
should not be operated due to the detected abnormality.
Labels 234 defined to show as "MNT REQUEST" are
displayed on the second marks 93-1 so that AMS users
92 seeing the second marks 93-1 in the AMS 90 under-
stand that maintenance requests have been raised for
the devices 94-1 and 94-2.
[0044] If, however, the first mark 83-1 was only an in-
ternal mark, i.e., it has not been linked to any other mark,
then no second mark is displayed and only the first mark
is displayed on the function block 84 in the DCS 80, 807.
In the preferred embodiment, the first mark 83-1 also
continues to be displayed on the function block 84, 807
if the second mark 93-1 is successfully displayed 808.
Upon display of the first mark 83-1, the permission mod-
ule 260 preferably updates the control permission level
for the function block 84, 809. The synchronization mod-
ule 240 then checks if notification is required upon setting
the first mark 83-1, 810. If the answer is "Yes," the syn-
chronization module 240 directs the notification module
280 to alert appropriate persons by generating a notifi-
cation message 811, as previously defined in the notifi-
cation setting of the mark using the mark definition mod-
ule 230. The synchronization module 240 also checks if
any action on a third party system has been defined for
the first mark 83-1, 812, regardless whether notification
is required. If "Yes," the third party module 290 is acti-
vated to trigger a third party system action 813. Any ac-
tions by the permission module 260, the notification mod-
ule 280 and the third party module 290 are triggered by
the synchronization module 240 via an action trigger 950
provided in the synchronization module 240. The action
trigger 950 triggers appropriate modules 260, 280, 290
based on determinations of the decision engine 920, ac-
cording to predefined attributes of the marks that are set
or removed.
[0045] Upon seeing the automatically displayed main-
tenance marks 93-1 in the AMS 90, an AMS user 92 such
as the maintenance manager can acknowledge the main-
tenance requests by setting new maintenance marks
93-2 in place of maintenance marks 93-1, as shown by
arrow 95 in FIG. 3. This results in a new operation mark
83-2 being automatically displayed on the abnormal func-
tion block 84 in replacement of the original operation mark
83-1, as shown by arrow 96. The new operation mark
83-2 that is displayed is again selected by the synchro-
nization module 240 from the plurality of marks defined
using the mark definition module 230, based on prede-
fined attributes of the new operation mark 83-2 and the
new maintenance marks 93-2 which would have included
linking them.
[0046] The operation mark 83-2 may be predefined to
have a label that shows as "CHECKING" so that a DCS
operator 82 realizes that maintenance personnel are now
working on the maintenance request triggered by the first
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operation mark 83-1. The maintenance marks 93-2 may
be predefined to have a label that shows as "MNT TASK"
so that AMS users 92 realize that a maintenance task is
to be performed on the devices 94-1 and 94-2. Preferably,
the operation mark 83-2 and the maintenance marks 93-2
also have the same indexing value 231 as shown be-
cause of their linked relationship.
[0047] As shown in FIG. 4, maintenance teams 92-1
and 92-2, upon seeing the maintenance marks 93-2 on
the devices 94-1 and 94-2 under their respective care,
may set new maintenance marks 93-31, 93-32 to replace
the maintenance marks 93-2 in order to indicate that they
are now working on their respective devices 94-1 and
94-2. The new maintenance marks 93-31, 93-32 are de-
fined without linkage to any operation mark 83 since they
are internal notification marks within the AMS 90. Con-
sequently, no new operation mark is selected by the syn-
chronization module 240 for automatic display on the
function block 84 since the synchronization module 240
is able to determine from the attributes of the mainte-
nance marks 93-31, 93-32 that they 93-31, 93-32 are not
linked to any operation mark 83. The operation mark 83-2
thus continues to show on the function block 83 as
"CHECKING". Accordingly, the maintenance marks
93-31, 93-32 preferably have indexing values that are
different from the indexing value of the operation mark
83-2.
[0048] When the maintenance teams 92-1 and 92-2
have finished their maintenance work, as shown in FIG.
5, they can set new maintenance marks 93-41, 93-42
labeled as "FIN TASK" on their respective devices 94-1
and 94-2, as shown by arrows 95. As the maintenance
marks 93-41, 93-42 are also not linked to any operation
mark 83, the synchronization module 240 does not select
any operation mark 83 for display on the function block
84. The operation mark 83-2 labeled as "CHECKING"
continues to be shown on the function block 84.
[0049] Upon seeing the maintenance marks 93-41,
9342 labeled as "FIN TASK", the maintenance manager
92 can set maintenance marks 93-5 labeled as "MNT
DONE" on the devices 94-1 and 94-2, as shown by ar-
rows 95 in FIG. 6. The maintenance mark 93-5 has been
predefined to be linked to an operation mark 83-5 with a
label that shows "VERIFY". Accordingly, the synchroni-
zation module 240 selects the operation mark 83-5 to be
automatically displayed on the function block 84, replac-
ing the operation mark 83-2 labeled as "CHECKING", as
shown by arrow 96. Because of their linkage, the main-
tenance mark 93-5 and the operation mark 83-5 prefer-
ably have a same indexing value 231 as shown. In this
way, the DCS operator 82 realizes that the maintenance
personnel have completed the maintenance request trig-
gered by the original operation mark 83-1 and the function
block 84 should be verified for any lingering abnormality.
[0050] When the DCS operator 82 is satisfied that the
normal operation has resumed for the function block 84,
as shown by arrow 85 in FIG. 7, the DCS operator 82
removes the operation mark 83-5, resulting in automatic

removal of the maintenance mark 93-5 in the AMS 90 by
the synchronization module 240, as shown by arrow 86.
When the AMS users 90 see that no maintenance marks
remain, they know that normal operation has resumed.
[0051] The apparatus 200 and method 20 described
above thus allow DCS operators 82 and AMS users 92
to be provided with appropriate information of the function
blocks 84 and devices 94 involved in running the plant
in a timely and accurate manner, without having to rely
on conventional communication channels such as face-
to-face meetings, sms-texts, walkie-talkie, email and in-
stant messaging systems that are time-consuming and
may be inadvertently missed or misinterpreted. In this
way, more efficient and safer operation of the plant is
achieved.
[0052] Whilst there has been described in the forego-
ing description exemplary embodiments of the present
invention, it will be understood by those skilled in the
technology concerned that many variations in details of
design, construction and/or operation may be made with-
out departing from the present invention. For example,
although in the embodiment described above the first
mark was set by a DCS operator 82 in the DCS 80 re-
sulting in automatic display of the second mark in the
AMS 90, in other embodiments or examples of use, the
first mark could be set by an AMS user 92 in the AMS 90
resulting in automatic display of the second mark in the
DCS 80.

Claims

1. A method of providing industrial plant information,
the method comprising:

setting a first mark in one of: a distributed control
system and an asset management system of
the industrial plant; and
upon setting the first mark, automatically dis-
playing at least a second mark in another of: the
distributed control system and the asset man-
agement system;
wherein attributes of the first mark and attributes
of the second mark have been predefined to en-
able provision of appropriate information to at
least one of: a distributed control system oper-
ator and an asset management system user.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the appropriate in-
formation is provided by displaying the appropriate
information on the first mark and on the at least one
second mark.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein setting the first mark
comprises setting an operation mark on a function
block in the distributed control system upon detecting
an abnormality in the function block.
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4. The method of claim 3, wherein automatically dis-
playing the second mark comprises automatically
displaying a maintenance mark on a device in the
asset management system, the device being in-
volved in a function controlled by the function block.

5. The method of claim 4, further comprising setting a
new maintenance mark after action has been taken
on the device.

6. The method of claim 5, further comprising automat-
ically displaying a new operation mark upon setting
the new maintenance mark.

7. The method of claim 6, further comprising removing
the new operation mark upon detecting resumption
of normal operation of the function block.

8. The method of claim 7, further comprising automat-
ically removing the maintenance mark upon remov-
ing the new operation mark.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein prior to setting the
first mark, the first mark and the second mark are
linked during definition of the first mark and the sec-
ond mark.

10. An apparatus for providing industrial plant informa-
tion, the apparatus comprising:

a display module configured for setting, display-
ing, and removing marks in a distributed control
system and an asset management system of
the industrial plant;
a mark definition module configured for defining
attributes of a plurality of marks including a first
mark and a second mark; and
a synchronization module configured for select-
ing the second mark from among the plurality of
marks for automatic display by the display mod-
ule in one of: the DCS and the AMS when the
first mark is set in the other of: the DCS and the
AMS, based on attributes of the first mark and
attributes of the second mark defined with the
mark definition module;
so as to provide appropriate information to at
least one of: a distributed control system oper-
ator and an asset management system user.

11. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the appropriate
information is provided by showing the appropriate
information on the first mark and on the second mark,
and/or wherein the synchronization module is further
configured for removing the second mark upon re-
moving the first mark.

12. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the first mark is
an operation mark on a function block in the distrib-

uted control system.

13. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the second mark
is a maintenance mark on a device in the asset man-
agement system, the device being involved in a func-
tion controlled by the function blocks.

14. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the mark defining
module is further configured for defining a relation-
ship between the first mark and the second mark to
link the first mark to the second mark, and/or further
comprising a permission module configured for al-
lowing only selected distributed control system op-
erators and asset management system users to set
or remove the first mark and the second mark, and/or
further comprising a notification module configured
for alerting a relevant person to an occurrence of at
least one of: displaying the second mark and updat-
ing the first mark upon setting the second mark,
and/or further comprising a third party module for
activating third party tasks upon setting the first mark.

15. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the synchroni-
zation module comprises a mark sync interface con-
figured for channeling marks to and from the distrib-
uted control system and the asset management sys-
tem; a mark data handler configured for receiving
the first mark via the mark sync interface and for
sending the second mark through the mark sync in-
terface to be displayed by the display module; a mark
definition engine configured for loading the attributes
of the first mark and the second mark; and a decision
engine configured for selecting the second mark
based on the attributes of the first mark loaded from
the mark definition engine and for applying the sec-
ond mark through the mark data handler.
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